
 Geography 
  

In Geography we will learn about 
Natural Disasters, presenting 
research about different events around 
the world. We will learn about key 
features of natural disasters with a 
focus on earthquakes. We will also be 
learning about the water cycle, 
including its environmental impact on 
the city.  

Science  
  

This term we will be studying Sound and 
States of Matter. We will be learning about 
how states of matter are all around us and 
how it effects the natural water cycle as 
learnt about in Geography. We will be 
investigating how sounds are made, what 
‘pitch’ and ‘frequency’ is and how sound 
travels through different mediums.  

Mathematics 
  

Throughout the term, we will be applying our 
written and mental calculation skills of the four 
operations to help us to solve different word 
problems and puzzles. We will recap on fractions 
and then move onto decimals, shape, area and 
perimeter. We will consolidate our learning by 
revisiting graphs, angles, time and money.  

  

                 Computing 
We will be learning about Vector drawing, 
and how it compares to bitmap graphics. 
We will learn how to create images by 
grouping different shapes and using line 
and fill effects such as gradients. 
 

P.E 
  

In PE we will be improving our tennis skills. 
This will develop hand-eye coordination, 
balance, and accuracy.   
We will also have the opportunity of going 
swimming which will be taught by specialist 
swimming instructors at St Paul’s Girls 
School.  

  

 

Children wondered: 
  
 How did Alfred the Great 

beat the Vikings? 
 How can we reduce the 

amount of water we  
use at home? 

 What is a tetrahedron? 

Year 4 

How can you help at home? 
 Read daily with your child, asking questions 
about the text to  develop  comprehension 
skills. 

 Practice the 'Learning by Heart' 
mathematics facts (stuck in homework 
books), which  include times tables and apply 
them to different word problems. 

 Research Natural Disasters and their causes 
 Practice NC 100 Year 4 spellings  

French, Art and DT  
  

In Art, we will complete our Anglo-Saxon card crosses. 
We will then explore words and letters through the 
work of Roy Lichtenstein and Jasper Johns as well as 
the mouth-watering artwork of Wayne Thiebauld 

creating art using oil pastel and clay.  
 
In French we will consolidate our knowledge of silent 

final consonants and the “é/er/ez”, “on”, “au”, “oi”, 

“I”, “ien”, “un/um”, “c/ç” and “a” phonics in words 
that are familiar and unfamiliar to us, and 
through spoken and listening exercises. We will also 
learn the words for different sports in French and 3 
verbs to express our likes and dislikes. 
 
In DT we will be taking a closer look at a variety of    
familiar packaging and think about how it was 
constructed, what materials were used and its 
purpose. We will then construct our own boxes from 
drawn nets using card. We will also be concentrating 
on producing our ‘auction piece’ which will incorporate 
core DT skills. 
   
 

Religious Education 
 

In RE we will be learning about the Resurrection of Jesus 
and how, with His help, the disciples were inspired to 
continue His message after ‘Easter’, including an 
examination of the Ascension and what it teaches us.  
We will then study how the Holy Spirit enthused the 
disciples during ‘Pentecost’. We will learn about the 
different effects of the Holy Spirit and how we are 
influenced by its presence in our lives. We will also learn 
about the different Sacraments, including Holy Orders 
and how people were called to do God’s work, during our 
‘Sacraments’ topic. 

English 
We will study a variety of texts; Gregory 
Cool by Caroline Binch and The Lion,The 
Witch and The Wardrobe by C.S Lewis in 
both our English lessons and Guided Reading. 
We will be studying the features of a non-
fiction text and the children will then produce 
their own short information booklet. The 
children will continue to study a wide range 
of interesting vocabulary whilst using 
appropriate grammar and punctuation rules, 
with a focus on editing, tenses, fronted 
adverbials, conjunctions, clauses and speech. 
We will continue to learn spelling  
patterns (and the Year 3 & 4 list of 100 
tricky words).  

History 
  

We will learn about the history of Britain, 
looking at life in Viking times and how 
Viking invasions changed Britain. We will 
learn about different kingdoms within 
Anglo-Saxon and Viking Britain up to 
Edward the Confessor and the Battle of 
Hastings in 1066. 

Relationships and Health Education 
  

We will be learning how we can put love into 
action in the communities we live in. We look 
at how the Church has grown out of God’s 
love for us and how it can be an example and 
a means of loving and caring for others. 
We will also help children to identify more 
complex relationships in their lives, including 
family, friends and other people; they will 
explore how to relate to people within these 
different relationships. Children will also 
discuss what it means to be a good friend, 
and learn some strategies to use when 
relationships become difficult. 
 


